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A B S T R A C T

Context: The definition and term ‘‘case study’’ are not being applied consistently by software engineering
researchers. We previously developed a trivial ‘‘smell indicator’’ to help detect the misclassification of primary
studies as case studies.
Objective: To evaluate the performance of the indicator.
Methods: We compare the performance of the indicator against human classifiers for three datasets, two
datasets comprising classifications by both authors of systematic literature studies and primary studies, and
one dataset comprising only primary-study author classifications.
Results: The indicator outperforms the human classifiers for all datasets.
Conclusions: The indicator is successful because human classifiers ‘‘fail’’ to properly classify their own, and
others’, primary studies. Consequently, reviewers of primary studies and authors of systematic literature studies
could use the classifier as a ‘‘sanity’’ check for primary studies. Moreover, authors might use the indicator to
double-check how they classified a study, as part of their analysis, and prior to submitting their manuscript
for publication. We challenge the research community to both beat the indicator, and to improve its ability
to identify true case studies.
. Introduction

In two recent articles, we demonstrated empirically that the defini-
ion and the term ‘‘case study’’ are not applied consistently by software
ngineering researchers. This problem occurs with primary studies [1]
nd with Systematic Literature Studies (SLSs, e.g., systematic reviews
nd systematic mapping studies) that classify primary studies [2]. We
how [2] that SLS authors often repeat the incorrect classification of
he authors of the primary study but also, and even worse, incorrectly
lassify primary studies as case studies when the primary-study authors
o not classify their papers as case studies. Our two recent articles
xtend a preliminary study [3], which made a similar finding for
rimary studies, and complements previous work, by [4,5], that already
ecognise this problem.

For our research, we chose to use Wohlin’s (2021) definition of a
ase study. Wohlin’s definition adds clarifications to Runeson et al.’s
2012) definition, which in turn builds on Yin’s (2018) definition.
urthermore, Wohlin’s definition distinguishes five components of a
ase study. These components underpin a checklist that was formulated
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from the definition [1], and which we use in our assessment. Wohlin’s
definition is as follows:

‘‘A case study is an empirical investigation of a case, using multiple
data collection methods, to study a contemporary phenomenon in
its real-life context, and with the investigator(s) not taking an active
role in the case investigated’’. [3]

Given the problem with the misclassification of case studies, we
wanted to find a simple way to indicate whether a claimed case study is
indeed a case study. Thus, as part of our investigation into how authors
classify their own primary studies [1], we proposed and applied a smell
indicator to help researchers retrospectively check whether a primary
study claiming to be a case study is likely to be a case study. We applied
that indicator only to the dataset we directly investigated in that study.

We are interested to know how the smell indicator performs against
the primary-study authors and the SLS authors we investigated in [2]
and the primary-study authors investigated in [3]. Thus, the aims of
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the current article are to evaluate the indicator, through application to
additional datasets, and to discuss the indicator’s performance.

The remainder of this article is organised as follows. Section 2
provides an overview to the smell indicator. Section 3 presents our
research approach. Section 4 presents our evaluation and limitations.
Conclusions, including our discussion of the performance of the indica-
tor, are provided in Section 5.

2. Overview to the indicator

In previous research [1], we introduced and applied a smell indi-
cator to automatically check whether a research study is likely to be a
case study. The smell indicator was inspired by the concept of a code
smell although, in our case, directed towards the research method ‘‘case
study’’.

Before selecting the indicator, the two authors each independently
developed a candidate indicator. One indicator comprised a simple
counting of the occurrence of the string ‘‘interview*’’, while the second
candidate indicator sought to align with the definition of case study.
The second indicator required the following: ‘‘case stud*’’ mentioned at
least ten times, with ‘‘practition*’’ and ‘‘industr*’’ occurring somewhere
in the paper, and with the study not being labelled as something other
than case study in the title of the paper, e.g., ‘‘empirical study’’ or
‘‘empirical analysis’’. The sign ‘‘*’’ is used to indicate truncation of
any form of the words. The performance of the two indicators was
compared. We found that the first indicator was both more powerful
in its predictions and simpler in its design; but also ‘‘contentious’’ since
it is not based on the definition of case study.

Essentially, the indicator comprises a precondition and a rule: given
a primary study already classified as a case study (precondition), then
the primary study is indicated to be a case study if the term ‘‘interview’’
occurs at least three times in the article reporting the study (rule).

A consequence of the precondition and rule is that the indicator
will indicate that a genuine interview study is a case study if the
authors have chosen to classify their primary study as a case study
(precondition) and the article contains the term ‘‘interview’’ at least
three times (rule). Conversely, the indicator would indicate a genuine
case study was not a case study, if the respective article does not include
interviews as one of the data collection methods, and the word is men-
tioned at least three times. There are, however, two reasons to suggest
this converse consequence will rarely occur. First, [7] emphasises that
interviews are one of the most important sources of evidence in a case
study. We can therefore expect interviews to very often be conducted,
and therefore reported, as part of a genuine case study. Second, in our
investigation of primary studies [1], we found only one genuine case
study [8] in which there were no interviews reported. Nevertheless, the
indicator will still misclassify genuine interview studies as case studies,
if labelled as a case study by the authors.

3. Research approach

Our evaluation comprises two research questions and three datasets.
The three datasets, with links to the articles, are available in Supple-
ments 1–3 in the online supplementary material linked in Appendix A.
For the research questions, we ask:

RQ1 Does the smell indicator perform better than SLS authors who
have classified primary studies as case studies? We investigate
this RQ with two of our three datasets.

RQ2 Does the smell indicator perform better than primary-study au-
thors who have classified their primary studies as case studies?
We investigate this RQ using all three datasets.

Two of the datasets are drawn from [2] and one is taken from [3].
The first dataset, from [2], comprises a stratified random sample of
68 primary studies, drawn from nine SLSs. These primary studies were
2

classified as case studies by the SLS authors. The second dataset, also
drawn from [2], comprises all 35 primary studies classified as case
studies by the authors of one of the nine SLSs. This SLS [9] had the
highest number of correct case studies, from the nine SLSs analysed
in [2]. The third dataset comprises all 100 primary studies used in [3].

As presented in Section 1, we previously classified all the studies
using the case study definition by [3] and, in particular, Wohlin and
Rainers’s (2022) checklist for case study research. The definitions, our
checklist, and our classifications are discussed in more detail in [3],
and [2]. We use our classification of a primary study as the correct
classification when comparing the performance of the indicator against
the authors’ classifications.

We performed our analysis in two independent ways. First, we
performed our analysis using an automated implementation of the
indicator. Then, because there may be challenges parsing the text from
PDFs, we complemented our automated indicator with an independent
manual analysis of the articles, using Adobe.

We emphasise the intended scope and purpose of the indicator:
the indicator should only be applied to primary studies that have
already been classified, by primary-study authors or by SLS authors,
as a case study. Thus, the indicator is intended as a way of assuring
the classification of a study, or for helping an author to proactively
sense-check their potential classification.

An inevitable consequence of the indicator’s intended scope and
purpose is that the datasets will be imbalanced, since all articles inves-
tigated are labelled ‘‘case study’’ by the authors, be they the authors of
primary studies or SLSs. Due to the imbalanced datasets, it becomes
unfeasible to calculate some measures of agreement, e.g., Cohen’s
kappa. Instead, we use accuracy as the measure of agreement.

We also emphasise that the indicator is not a classifier; for example,
it does not take a primary study and classify that study as, for example,
a case study, or an experiment, or a survey.

Further details about the research methodology, e.g., concerning the
identification of the data sets can be found in [2,3].

4. Results

We present our results in order of the research questions. Sec-
tion 4.1 presents our evaluation of the classifications of the SLS au-
thors. Section 4.2 presents our evaluation of the classifications by the
primary-study authors. Finally, Section 4.3 presents the limitations.

4.1. Evaluating the indicator relative to SLS authors’ classifications

Table 1 compares the classifications of the SLS authors against the
smell indicator (denoted SI in the tables), for the two datasets taken
from [2], and using our classification as the ‘‘ground truth’’. The first
data set includes 68 primary studies and the second data set 35 primary
studies. Our two independent analyses of the PDF files gave the same
result, which we report in the tables below. For both datasets, the
smell indicator is more accurate than the classifications of the SLS
authors. When there are more studies actually being case studies, the
SLS authors’ accuracy is closer to the accuracy of the smell indicator.

4.2. Evaluating the indicator relative to primary-study authors’ classifica-
tions

Table 2 presents the same information as Table 1, but now with
the classifications of the primary-study authors. Studies not classified
as case studies by the primary-study authors are removed from the
analysis, given the precondition of the smell indicator. Hence, the
number of studies are reduced to 48 and 31 respectively for the two
datasets.

The results in Table 2 are similar to those for SLS authors in Table 1,
i.e., the smell indicator performs better than the primary-study authors.
However, the accuracy is somewhat higher for the primary-study au-

thors for both datasets in comparison to the SLS authors. Given that
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Table 1
Confusion matrices for the classifications by the SLS authors.
Source: Data set from [2].

Confusion matrix SLS author - 68 SI - 68 SLS author - 35 SI - 35

CS Not CS CS Not CS CS Not CS CS Not CS

Our CS 11 0 6 5 16 0 14 2
assessment Not CS 57 0 10 47 19 0 8 11

Accuracy 0.16 0.78 0.46 0.71

Notes :
CS = Case study
SI = Smell indicator
Table 2
Confusion matrices for the classifications by the PS authors.
Source: Data set from [2].

Confusion matrix PS author - 48 SI-48 PS author - 31 SI - 31

CS Not CS CS Not CS CS Not CS CS Not CS

Our CS 11 0 6 5 15 0 14 1
assessment Not CS 37 0 6 31 16 0 7 9

Accuracy 0.23 0.77 0.48 0.74
Table 3
Confusion matrices for the 100 primary studies.
Source: Data set from [3].

Confusion matrix PS author Smell indicator

CS Not CS CS Not CS

[3] CS 53 0 42 11
assessment Not CS 47 0 1 46

Accuracy 0.53 0.88

SLSs are intended to synthesise the best evidence from research, it is
discouraging that the classifications of the SLS authors are worse than if
the SLS authors simply accepted the classifications of the primary-study
authors.

Table 3 presents the same kind of information as the previous two
tables, but now for the third dataset, taken from [3]. The smell indica-
tor performs strongly in comparison with the primary-study authors.

Earlier we recognised that the datasets are imbalanced. Because the
third dataset is fairly evenly balanced in its proportion of case-study
to not case-study (a proportion of 53:47) we can use this dataset to
gain insights into where the indicator is more and less successful. We
observe from Table 3 that 11 genuine case studies are not identified
as case studies by the smell indicator and only one study is incorrectly
identified as a case study, when it is not actually a case study. This
suggests that the indicator is better at indicating primary studies that
are not case studies but fails to detect about a quarter of true case
studies.

4.3. Limitations

As with all research, our research comes with some limitations.
First, the articles used in our analysis are taken from [2,3]. Our datasets
therefore come with the limitations already recognised in those two
articles, where we discuss the limitations in relation to the data sets.
Second, we did not perform a quality assessment of the studies in-
cluded; we treated them as being representative in quality for studies
in software engineering. Third, the indicator is intended to be used
within software engineering; we do now know how it works in other
areas of research. Fourth, we chose to primarily base our assessment
on consensus discussions based on individual preparations. Thus, we
have not calculated any statistical measure of our agreement when we
classified the studies. Finally, the assessment is based on the definition
by [3], which is aligned with the definition by [6,7]. Further details
3

concerning the limitations may be found in [2,3].
5. Conclusions

Overall, our evaluation finds that the smell indicator performs
better than the respective human classifiers for all datasets evaluated.
From a general software engineering research perspective, this result is
disappointing: a trivial smell indicator outperforms both primary-study
authors and SLS authors.

One potential implication is that reviewers of primary studies and
authors of systematic literature studies could use the indicator as a
quick check on whether a (primary) study is correctly labelled by the
authors. Moreover, authors of primary studies might use the indicator
to double-check how they classified their study, as part of their analysis,
and prior to submitting the manuscript for publication. We also strongly
emphasise that the indicator should not be used to classify studies as
case studies, i.e., using the word ‘‘interview’’ in a study does not make
the study a case study. The indicator should only be applied to studies
already labelled as ‘‘case study’’ prior to using the indicator.

The core problem is that researchers in software engineering do
not classify their studies in accordance with accepted definitions for
different research methods. This was also observed for experiments,
by [10].

As noted in Section 1, the problem of classifying case studies has
already been emphasised by a number of previous studies [1,3–5]. The
contribution of the current article is to demonstrate the problem by
comparing the performance of human classifiers against a trivial smell
indicator.

A counter-intuitive, long-term objective is that we actually want the
indicator to decline in performance over time relative to researchers
classifying their own, and others’ work. A relative decline in perfor-
mance over time might provide a proxy measure for the improvement
of research quality, at least in regards to the classification of primary
studies as (true) case studies. Thus, we challenge the software engineer-
ing research community to beat the trivial smell indicator in classifying
studies as case studies. In parallel, we suggest that future research seeks
to improve the smell indicator’s ability to identify true case studies.
Further research might also develop equivalent indicators for other
research methods.
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